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FESTIVAL PIER - a designated use upon the surface of the pier designed to host large events and with sufficient frequency to generate  stable income for Hudson River Park.   

available for public use during non-event periods.

accommodated at most other Manhattan locations. Depending upon 

the size and nature of the event, attendance could draw from a 

relatively large market area, including tourists. Pier 76  location, with 

pier separated from the inland community by West Street and the 

multi-block Javits expanse, partially mitigates possible neighborhood 

noise and other concerns.

public open space during non-event periods.

water uses to co-exist, subject to Act, zoning and regulatory issues. 

potentially be modified.

tennis or sports demonstrations, free concerts and other 

performances.  Ticketed events would likely be open to the general 

public, albeit at a cost.

permanent park-like uses (such as lawns, trees, gardens, playgrounds, 

etc.)

attractive) and flexible to accommodate large crowds, tents, stages, 

servicing, load-in vehicles, etc. 

canopies and other treatments can be attractive design elements 

creating a different type of park landscape.

traffic, drop-off traffic.

periods, vehicular deliveries  using designated driveways, permanent 

or temporary electrical and other infrastructure, portasans, etc.

about this option.

extend the use season.

periods, the quality of that access will likely be affected depending 

upon the nature/intensity of the event.

"privatizing" (i.e., making inaccessible for free public use) all or 

portions (likely in excess of 50%) of pier open space at defined times. 

Closures would be significantly more than what the park does 

currently under event conditions. 

looking for large, flexible Manhattan-based outdoor spaces to conduct 

events. 

size.

community-oriented events such as Blues BBQ and Submerge, and 

could also offer the space as a venue for West Side Fest and other 

neighborhood programming.

most in-water uses,

tourists and community residents)

markets that sponsor events can be unpredictable.  Certain types of 

uses and clients prefer "new" and "never before" venues rather than 

familiar spaces.  Having long-term contracts with financially capable 

entities will help mitigate this risk.  

space costs up front.  Event costs including clean-up, crowed and 

traffic management, security, utility charges and the like would be 

responsibility of event producers.

HRPT would likely need to secure one or more long-term 

commitments from concert operators, events producers, or other 

contractually bound sources to ensure the desired annual income 

target is raised.  This is an opportunity or a constraint, depending on 

the vantage point, which will provide greater predictability of use.

for closures and periodic privatization of the pier.  

complaints might also be required (Forest Hills, Coney Island lawsuits, 

e.g.). 

for WPAA requirements 

ICONIC TOURIST ATTRACTION

other tourist attractions and Javits

not occupied by a building enclosure, structure and queueing areas

potentially be modified.

concessions and related event uses.

views. 

or laybys and robust traffic management solutions.

attraction; potential significant spill-over into open space area for 

lines, ticketing, group rendezvous points, etc.

reputationally for NYC.

NYC/NYS it may help attract government support for related park 

infrastructure.

depending on the scale of both.

successful.  May offer relatively few direct neighborhood benefits.

development costs will be a challenge; difficult to predict success.

potentially crowding out additional goverrnment funds for core pier 

and park infrastructure.

need for a very robust in- and below-water foundation structure.

support -- potentially very difficult to get regulatory approvals.

further discussion. 
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OFFICE - could be commercial office or any other use requiring an "office-like" configuration -- e.g., life science, light manufacturing, etc.

minimal outside of work hours, including during peak park use. 

Provides a clear delineation between public and private space.  Will 

afford a larger footprint for purely open space than some other uses.

dedicated for permanent public open space.

placed on the northeast (presumably preferred location so that 

contigous open space is maintained on balance of pier).

desired.

community benefit space at the base of the office buidling, as is the 

case for Pier 57.

income to HRPT as it will be based on a long-term ground lease with a 

financially capable entity and supported by substantial private 

investment.

commercial uses on-site.

privatization of adjacent public open space areas.  

traditional office to light manufacturing (e.g. product prototyping), life 

sciences, academic, commercial sports, etc.

given waterfront and highway location, and proximity to midtown.

highway, etc.

beneath the building, reducing initial construction costs for the public 

pier portion.

payment-in-lieu of taxes (PILOT) provides significant income upside.

user in the near term or wait for next office market cycle.  Either way, 

this will be a high rent location for ultimate office tenant. 

location will be expensive.

at  pier  57,  business,  professional  or  governmental    offices.  Act 

change also needed to modify pier footprint and to allow commercial 

use east of the bulkhead line.

HOTEL

the pier for permanent open space.

enhancements for the hotel as well as for the public space.

bathrooms, places to eat -- and potential synergies for certain amenity 

uses such as gym, pickleball courts, health club, etc.

space benefits.

privatization of public areas.  

high amount of regular vehicle access required: visitor dropoff, 

service, etc.

office. Inclusion of requirement for PILOT will help HRPT grow income 

over time.

Proximity to Javits may be a plus for certain conventioneers willing to 

pay a premium for waterfront views, and increase demand for hotel 

meeting space.

restrictions on new development and short-term rental listings.  This 

will enhance financial feasibility over time.

water uses to co-exist, subject to Act, zoning and regulatory issues. 

cost premium for in-water work.  

may be difficult to achieve.  

generally cyclical and prone to ups and downs of business cycle.

FLOATING SPA, FLOATING RESTAURANT

revenue while reducing the extent or intensity of the commercial use 

footprint on the pier deck. Aside from gangways and deliveries, 

footprint on the pier itself would be minimal.

Park.

entrance towers  and elevators (see Intrepid)  may be required.  These 

can be robust structures extending significantly onto the pier footprint 

depending on the size and also because of the 2x/day, 3-to 6-foot 

tidal differences and requirements for accessible access for 

commercial uses.  These structures are intrusions onto the pier 

perimeters, and to address safety and other issues when the vessels 

are closed, gates and other structures might also be needed.

us/them feeling for those on the pier.

by anchor use. passing ships.  

commerical use relatively small and vessels themselves are costly to 

maintain in a salt water environment.

dependent at this location specifically to secure regulatory approvals. 

Regulatory approvals are difficult and would likely require mitigation 

for additional platform coverage.  If Act would allow a certain amount 

of coverage for this use, it would be a more feasible lift.

dredging limitation.

language.
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BOATEL - floating hotel with wide range of sizes

while reducing the extent of the commercial use footprint on the pier 

deck. Large vessels could have a significant influence on pier design -- 

a pro or a con, potentially dependent on individual preferences.

towers  and elevators -- see Intrepid)  that can be robust structures 

extending significantly onto the pier footprint depending on the size 

and also because of the 2x/day, 3-to 6-foot tidal differences and 

requirements for accessible access for commercial uses.  These 

structures are intrusions onto the pier perimeters, and to address 

safety and other issues when the vessels are closed, gates and other 

structures might also be needed.

Boats can themselves be considered view-worthy of course. In HRPT's 

experience, beauty of certain of these vessels is very much in the eyes 

of the beholders.

and other reasons.

serving as a tourist attraction/destination.

costly.  May require expensive breakwater to mitigate wake action 

from passing ships.

regulatory costs.

dependent at this location specifically to secure regulatory approvals. 

Regulatory approvals are difficult and would likely require mitigation 

for additional platform coverage.  If Act would allow a certain amount 

of coverage for this use, it would be a more feasible lift.

COMMERCIAL MARINA

pier to lots of smaller docks accessed from one or two gates.  

Footprint on the pier itself is smaller with the latter, but the latter 

requires a breakwater which poses some additional  regulatory issues.

on the pier.

protentially contribute to overwater shading.

secure acccess, marina employee space, bathrooms) will have impact 

on pier footprint and water views. 

passing ships, which increases regulatory approvals challenges. for additional platform coverage.  If Act would allow a certain amount 

of coverage for this use and a breakwater, it would be a more feasible 

lift.

BLUE HIGHWAY

the combination of access from the water directly to the highway and 

a street grid.

uses.

likely most desirable and presumably on the north (adjacent to other 

commercial uses); this frees up the southern and western aspects of 

pier to to prime public realm space.

and across the bikeway.  

speed issues not controlled by HRPT unless the 9A rules/design 

change.

pier.

congestion pricing.

likely to be limited.


